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Deconvolution

• Transmitter sends out a “pulse” (or probe),
receiver listens to the echo(s)
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Seismic Data Acquisition 

•! $ ! Acquisition time  ! Time to shake and record at different locations (+ time to 

move the setup to different locations)  

•! Goal: High efficiency acquisition 

–! Less $ without compromising data quality (significantly) 

•! Approach: Simultaneous sourcing 
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• Transmit p, receive y = p ? x

• If we observe all of y, it is deconvolution
More generally, it is a linear inverse problem: y = Φx

• Common sensing framework:
radar, sonar, seismic, channel estimation, coded imaging, etc.

• This talk: we will use a random probe,
and study what is fundamentally possible



Random Convolution
• Motivations for randomness:

– wide band, high resolution, but low peak power

– diverse

– easy to generate

– different probes do not interfere with one another

• Recent novel applications:

“random radar/sonar” [Axellson 07]

AXELSSON: RANDOM NOISE RADAR/SODAR WITH ULTRAWIDEBAND WAVEFORMS 1109

Fig. 3. Software acoustic radar with only microphone and loudspeaker outside
the computer. The graph shows the correlation response when no microphone
is connected. A strong leakage signal between transmitter and receiver appears
at zero range. Pulse length 6 ms, prf = 2.8 Hz and Tint = 12 s gives a range
resolution of 1 m and pulse-repetition range 62 m.

improved with full interpolation, but increases the computation
time. Parallel tests were also carried out using the faster short-
time covariance method developed by Betz [24] and further
described by (26)–(28) in Section III-E. Both methods gave
similar MTI-performance at the tests, but the Betz algorithm
is to prefer at real-time operation.

Noise files generating the transmitted sound, were computed
by a MathCad programme, in which Gaussian random noise
phase modulated a sine wave with !! = 8 rad giving strong
side lobe suppression according to (12) and [8]. Both CW and
pulsed noise signals with varying pulse length and repetition
frequency were created.

B. Calibration Measurements

At range recording the leakage peak was used as zero ref-
erence. Bistatic transmission measurements showed that this
reference point was positioned 0.2 m behind the edges of the
parabolic dishes at monostatic sodar configuration.

Fig. 3 shows a range recording with the microphone discon-
nected. A strong leakage signal appears at zero range and the
internal noise outside is 90 dB below the peak. The leakage
peak at the pulse-repetition range (62 m) is highly reduced
compared to that at zero range, and is a measure of the variance
of the correlation output. The reduction factor represents the
peak-to-side lobe ratio (PNFR) of Section III-D. For pulsed ran-
dom noise radar, PNFR was approximated by 3.5fr"pB0Tint,
where B0 is the rms bandwidth of the noise signal. Insertion of
B0 = 1.8 kHz, "p = 6 ms, prf = 2.8 Hz and Tint = 12 s, gives

Fig. 4. Transfer function |H(f)|2 of loudspeaker + microphone +
soundcard + HP-filter (upper) measured from the output power spectrum with
white noise as input. Below corresponding correlation function R(!) versus
range (c!/2) with R(0) = 1.

PNFR = 1300 or 31 dB, which is a few decibels higher than the
suppressed variance peak at the repetition range.

Fig. 4 shows the power spectrum of the received noise signal.
A significant bandwidth influence from loudspeaker and mi-
crophone is obvious corresponding to the product Ht(f)Hr(f)
in Section III-A. This effect reduces the efficient bandwidth
of the received sodar signal compared to the near white noise
signal generated by the computer and also increases the near
side lobes of the autocorrelation function (lower graph). The
rms bandwidth of the power spectrum was estimated to 1.8 kHz
with a center frequency of 6.6 kHz, which corresponds to
1.6 and 5.8 GHz for noise radar.

Sodar recording against the wall of an industrial building
at range 27 m gave an SNR of 30 dB in spite of significant
traffic noise from the environment displaying the robustness to
interference of random noise radar; see also Section III-F.

C. Vegetation

Diffuse scattering from ground or vegetation gives a lower
sodar response than specular returns from walls. Fig. 5 shows
the range profile of a lilac hedge (R = 9 m) and a cherry–berry
tree in the side lobes of the sodar beam (R = 5 m). Outside
the hedge, a weak response was also detected from the crown
of an apple tree (R = 20 m). The signal reflected from the
hedge is about 23 dB below the corresponding response from a
water surface at perpendicular incidence and R = 11 m (Fig. 6).
This ratio can be used to estimate the scattering coefficient
of vegetation or rough surfaces similar to methods applied in
microwave scatterometry.

“fluttered shutter” [Raskar et al 06]

Coded Exposure Photography: Motion Deblurring using Fluttered Shutter
Ramesh Raskar! Amit Agrawal

Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs (MERL), Cambridge, MA
Jack Tumblin

Northwestern University

(a) Blurred Image

(b) Rectified Crop

(c) Deblurred Image

Figure 1: Coded exposure enables recovery of fine details in the deblurred image. (a) Photo of a fast moving vehicle. (b) User clicks on four
points to rectify the motion lines and specifies a rough crop. (c) Deblurred result. Note that all sharp features on the vehicle (such as text)
have been recovered.

Abstract
In a conventional single-exposure photograph, moving objects or
moving cameras cause motion blur. The exposure time defines a
temporal box filter that smears the moving object across the image
by convolution. This box filter destroys important high-frequency
spatial details so that deblurring via deconvolution becomes an ill-
posed problem.

Rather than leaving the shutter open for the entire exposure du-
ration, we “flutter” the camera’s shutter open and closed during
the chosen exposure time with a binary pseudo-random sequence.
The flutter changes the box filter to a broad-band filter that pre-
serves high-frequency spatial details in the blurred image and the
corresponding deconvolution becomes a well-posed problem. We
demonstrate that manually-specified point spread functions are suf-
ficient for several challenging cases of motion-blur removal includ-
ing extremely large motions, textured backgrounds and partial oc-
cluders.

1. Introduction

Despite its usefulness to human viewers, motion is often the bane
of photography: the clearest, most detailed digital photo requires a

!e-mails: [raskar,agrawal]@merl.com, jet@cs.northwestern.edu.
Web: http://www.merl.com/people/raskar/deblur

perfectly stationary camera and a motionless scene. Relative mo-
tion causes motion blur in the photo. Current practice presumes a
0th order model of motion; it seeks the longest possible exposure
time for which moving objects will still appear motionless. Our
goal is to address a first-order motion model: movements with con-
stant speed rather than constant position. Ideally, the camera would
enable us to obtain a sharp, detailed record of each moving compo-
nent of an image, plus its movement.

This paper takes first steps towards this goal by recoverably encod-
ing large, first-order motion in a single photograph. We rapidly
open and close the shutter using a pseudo-random binary sequence
during the exposure time so that the motion blur itself retains de-
codable details of the moving object. This greatly simplifies the
corresponding image deblurring process. Our method is not fully
automatic: users must specify the motion by roughly outlining this
modified blurred region. We then use deconvolution to compute
sharp images of both the moving and stationary components within
it, even those with occlusions and linear mixing with the back-
ground.

Deconvolution to remove conventional motion blur is an old, well-
explored idea, but results are often disappointing. Motion blurred
images can be restored up to lost spatial frequencies by image
deconvolution [Jansson 1997], provided that the motion is shift-
invariant, at least locally, and that the blur function (point spread
function, or PSF) that caused the blur is known. However, im-
age deconvolution belongs to the class of ill-posed inverse prob-
lems for which the uniqueness of the solution cannot be estab-
lished, and the solutions are oversensitive to any input data pertur-
bations [Hadamard 1923] [Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977]. In com-
parison, the proposed modification of the capture process makes the
deblurring problem well-posed.



The Inverse Problem

• Gaussian probe of length m,
convolved with the channel response of length n

• Key: conditioning of an m× n Gaussian Toeplitz matrix

Toeplitz iid

• We know a lot about the conditioning of m× n iid Gaussian matrix
(play a key role in compressed sensing)

– for m = n, the condition number is ∼ n (bad)

– very well conditioned when m ≥ Const · n



n + m! 1" n m! n m!m

• The recovery problem boils down to solving

y = Φx,

where

Φ = F ∗GF (Gaussian circulant), and x supported on first n terms

• Φ is badly conditioned in general



Submatrices of Random Toeplitz matrices

• Let Φ = F ∗GF be an m×m Gaussian circulant matrix.
Then with high probability

(1− δ)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Φx‖
2
2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖22

for every s-sparse x with

s ≤ Const ·
m

log5m

• Even though Φ is ill-conditioned as a whole, it is well-conditioned when
operating a sparse vectors

• Draws on Rudelson and Vershynin’s estimates for random sums of rank-1
matrices



Stable Recovery

• Consequence 1:
a channel response of length n can be recovered (stably) using a probe of
length m & n log5 n

y = x

and solving least-squares

x̂ = argminx ‖ΦΓx− y‖22, x̂ = (Φ∗ΓΦΓ)−1Φ∗Γy

Γ = {0, . . . , n− 1} = support of x



Stable Recovery

• Consequence 2:
probe of length m can recover (stably) a channel response with
s . m log−5m active components

y =

sparse x

using `1 minimization (CRT ’06)

x̂ = argminx τ‖x‖`1 +
1

2
‖Φx− y‖22,

or CoSAMP (Needell and Tropp ’08), or
iterative thresholding (Blumensath and Davies ’08)

(related results by Bajwa, Haupt, Nowak, Raz ’08, Saligrama ’08, R. ’08)
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Seismic Data Acquisition 

•! $ ! Acquisition time  ! Time to shake and record at different locations (+ time to 

move the setup to different locations)  

•! Goal: High efficiency acquisition 

–! Less $ without compromising data quality (significantly) 

•! Approach: Simultaneous sourcing 
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In Pictures  
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Real Data Separation 
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From Data to Subsurface Image 

All receiver measurements (~1TB)! Subsurface properties!

(velocity, reflection 
coefficients, porosity, 

permeablity, etc)!

Total data = Earth’s response at all locations on the surface to sources sequentially  
placed at on the surface 

i.e, total data = 5D cube (2D receivers locations x 2D source locations x time) 

Inversion 
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Modeling Summary 

•" Goal: Efficiently estimate 5D Green's function for an acoustic/elastic model 

–" 5D = 2D receiver * 2D source * 1D time 

•" Why: “Brute force” approach is very expensive (impractical?) 

–" Sequentially energizes each source and computes response via forward 

modeling (say, using a finite difference (FD) scheme) 

–" Brute force efficiency ! 1/(number of sources * T)  

•" Contribution:  

–" Setup: Model by simultaneously setting off random noise sources at all source 

locations and compute responses at all receivers (by running FD once) 

–" Key problem: Separate interfering source-to-receiver Green's functions from 

each receiver measurement  

–" Realization: Formulate as a ill-posed linear inverse problem and solve by 

exploiting sparsity of the Green’s function (say, in the curvelet domain) 

–" Random efficiency !  1/(Tr+ T).  



Multiple Channels

• We now have an underdetermined random system

G1 G2 · · · Gp
x1

x2

...
xp

y =



Multiple Channels
• Let y = Φx be a m×mp multiple convolution system

G1 G2 · · · Gp
x1

x2

...
xp

y =

• With high probability

(1− δ)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Φx‖
2
2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖22

for all s-sparse x with

s ≤ Const ·
m

(logm+ log p)5

• Consequence: we can recover such x stably using

x̂ = argminx τ‖x‖`1 +
1

2
‖Φx− y‖22



Seismic Imaging Simulation

geometry sources measurements
Efficient Forward Modeling

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Shot and receiver geometry. (b) Sample simultaneous sweeps. (c) Receiver measurements.

(a) Desired Green’s function. (b) Simultaneous source modeling estimate (8x faster).

(c) Difference ((a) minus (b)) (d) Cross-correlation estimate.

Figure 2: Simulation results.

64 shots× 128 receivers



Seismic Imaging Simulation

original results

Efficient Forward Modeling

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Shot and receiver geometry. (b) Sample simultaneous sweeps. (c) Receiver measurements.

(a) Desired Green’s function. (b) Simultaneous source modeling estimate (8x faster).

(c) Difference ((a) minus (b)) (d) Cross-correlation estimate.

Figure 2: Simulation results.

Representation Ψ = curvelets, ∼ 8× decrease in time
(courtesy of R. Neelamani, ExxonMobil)



Decoding with `1

y =

!"#$!%&%$$'$&

A

x

+ e

• Applying a tall random matrix can protect a message against sparse errors

• Recover message by solving

min
x
‖y −Ax‖`1

• You can correct ρ ·m errors
(Candes and Tao ’06)



Channel Protection

y = A

x... H

!"#$!%&'(#))%*&+,)-)./)0&

1%!!#2%&+,)-)./)0&

• Observe a combination of (unknown) shifts of a coded (unknown) message

• “Blind deconvolution”

• Recovering x and channel response h can be recast as a
sparse multichannel deconvolution problem

• For m = Cn, can protect against a channel with ∼ C/ log5m taps



Streaming sparse recovery: `1 filtering



Streaming sparse recovery: `1 filtering

• Solving an optimization program like

min
x

τ‖x‖`1 +
1

2
‖Ax− y‖22

can be costly

• We want to update the solution when

1. the underlying signal changes slightly, or

2. we add measurements



Time Varying Sparse Signal
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Update Direction

min
x

τ‖x‖1 +
1− ε

2
‖Ax− yold‖22 +

ε

2
‖Ax− ynew‖22

• Optimality conditions:

AT
Γ (Ax− (1− ε)yold − εynew) = −τ signxΓ

‖AT
Γc(Ax− (1− ε)yold − εynew)‖∞ < τ

• Update direction:

∂x =

−(AT
ΓAΓ)−1(yold − ynew) on Γ

0 otherwise



Experiment 1: Evolving Piecewise Poly
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Piece−wise Polynomial signal, n = 2048
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Wavelet transform using Daubechies 8 wavelets

• Fix singularities, smooth parts “wiggle”

• Average # steps = 12



Experiment 2: Slices of an Image
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• Fix singularities, smooth parts “wiggle”

• Average # steps = 70



Recursive Least Squares

• Classical least-squares:

solve a system of linear eqns y = Ax+ e

min energy solution minx ‖Ax− y‖22
analytical solution x̂ = (A∗A)−1A∗y

• Suppose we add new measurements w = B∗x
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x̂0 = (A∗A+B∗B)−1(A∗y +B∗w)

• Recursive Least-Squares (RLS): easy low-rank update

x̂1 = x̂0 + (I +B(A∗A)−1B∗)−1(A∗A)−1B∗(w −Bx̂0)



Dynamic Lasso

• We want the analog of RLS for the LASSO. Adding one measurementy
w

 =

A
b

x+

e
d

 −→ min
x

τ‖x‖`1 +
1

2
‖Ax−y‖22+

1

2
‖bx−w‖22

• Challenges:

– not as smooth as least-squares update

– solution can change drastically with just one new measurement

– need to move slowly, use a homotopy method

(see also work by Garrigues et al. 08)
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Update Direction
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Number of steps per update

Measurements m = 150
Signal length n = 256



Summary

• Effectiveness of channel estimation using a random probe boils down to
the spectral properties of Gaussian circulant matrices

Φ = F ∗GF

• A probe of length m can recover an m/ log5m sparse channel

– support known: least-squares

– support unknown: `1-regularization (LASSO)

• Uses many of the mathematical tools from compressed sensing

• Results extend to the multichannel case

Φ =
[
F ∗G1F F ∗G2F · · · F ∗GpF

]
• We have dynamic recovery algorithms that use low-rank updates


